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60% of the British fishing fleet has been 

deliberately scrapped under EU instigation 

whilst other countries have built boats with 

EU grants to fish our waters.

Over 60% of fish quota in British waters is 

in foreign hands. Over £1 billion of fish is 

caught by foreign boats in British waters.



The fishing industry has been at the 
forefront of the EU’s takeover of Britain.  
Our industry is a perfect example of how 
much better things could and should be if 
our national potential was to be released 
from the crushing reign of EU policy.

Fish Stocks are booming! Through 
pioneering technical measures by the 
British fleet but we are being denied 
access whilst other EU fleets prosper.

SCRAPPING/DISCARDS

Ÿ 60% of the British Fleet has been 
scrapped.  Meanwhi le,  other EU 
countries receive EU grants from British 
tax payers’ money to build new boats to 
fish in our waters!

Ÿ 60% of Quota in UK Waters is in Foreign 
Hands. Around £1bn of fish is caught in 
British Waters by foreign boats.

Ÿ EU rules cause Discarding of Marketable 
Fish. Fishermen are legally forced to 
discard up to 50% of their catch causing 
them to catch more to land less.

The EU’s Discard solution? Fishermen 
must land the fish, eroding their already 
small quota allocations, but the fish must 
go for landfill.

COMMUNITY

As a result of EU mis-management, huge 

numbers of ports, villages and towns 

synonymous with fishing have been 

devastated or destroyed.

Since joining the EU, numbers of British 

fishermen have dropped from 40,000 to 

under 12,000.

Ÿ Shore Sector and supporting industries 

have collapsed with the fleet costing 

thousands of other jobs.

Ÿ People’s heritage and life going back 

generations has been torn from them as 

they have been forced from the industry.

REFORM/POLITICS

As seen with Mr. Cameron’s “renegotiation” 

there can be no “reform”. We remain and 

accept the rules or Leave and decide our own 

Destiny.

Ÿ Sovereignty  has been surrendered to the 

EU where policy is determined by 

unelected politicians with no democratic 

accountability. This has been graphically 

exposed when a British Prime Minister is 

having to beg the EU to run his own 

country.

The Remainers say fish do not recognise 
national boundaries. International law 
recognises the waters/seabed/resources as 
belonging to our country, therefore when fish 
are in our waters they are British fish which 
should be managed at Britain’s discretion for 
Britain’s interests alone.

The Remainers shamefully will not stand up 
for Britain and are using their statements as 
an excuse to justify their sacrifice of a critical 
national resource.

TRADE

Scare-mongering over Trade and Export 
Markets is false! We are told we must be in the 
EU to access these markets, but Norway and 
Iceland export far larger quantities of fish to 
the EU but are not members. Other countries 
from around the world trade without political 
union. Greece, Spain and Italy should be a 
reminder of the failure of the EU project!

FUTURE

Norway, Iceland, Switzerland and Greenland 
show what can be done.

These small countries show the prosperity 
that can be achieved out with the EU. 

Voting for Leave would  restore sovereignty to 
our parliament and people.

Britain would then be free to formulate 
policies to manage British resources for 
British benefit, restoring our industries and 
providing local employment and benefit to 
communities.

For too long we have been made to beg for 
the scraps of our own countries resources 
from Brussels table.

We Britons have the determination, the 
talent, the skill and the equipment to 
succeed if the EU boot is removed from 
our throat.

CONCLUSION

The modern world is going global. Britain’s 
history has left us with family and connections 
around the globe.

A Vote to Leave will Restore our Freedom 
and Democracy and is a once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity to ensure a future for the next 
generation. 

If we are half the people our ancestors once 
were, now is the time to fight to restore our 
freedom and democracy and save everything 
we are.

Will we be the generation who throws away a 
great country and our hard fought for 
freedom for a false and hollow promise of 
prosperity and security?

We are one of the greatest people and 
countries in the world. It is time to believe in 
ourselves once again.

FISHING FOR LEAVE
an industry grassroots campaign

FISHING IS A CRITICAL RESOURCE 
FOR A NATION’S FOOD SECURITY

Control over fisheries was surrendered when Britain joined the EU. Under 
the EU policy of Equal Access to a Common resource British resources 
were shared out other EU member states. The Establishment has 
sacrificed Britain’s fishing industry to the EU this has brought  devastation 
and heartbreak to British coastal communities.

We are lectured that we must sit at the top table.

WOULD IT NOT BE BETTER TO SIT AT OUR 
OWN TABLE DECIDING OUR OWN AFFAIRS?

Voting for Leave would  
restore sovereignty to our 
parliament and people.

Vote Leave to unshackle 
ourselves from the 

collapsing, inward looking, 
bureaucratic dictatorship of 

the EU and let Britain flourish 
great and free once again! 

www.ffl.org.uk


